Let S be a set in some set theoretical structure M and let S be the corresponding set in an enlargement M of JK. Bernstein and Wattenberg have noted [2] that if F is a -finite subset of S, then a finitely additive probability measure pF can be defined for all subsets A of S by (1) uF(A) = st(\\*AnF\\/\\F\\). Moreover, U is a partition of S, and each member of (l is the union of an internal subset of Cl .
Let co = ||(l'|| and choose r £ N so that co /r is infinitesimal.
For each E in u. define t(E) in N by the inequalities (4) AE)/r < *p(E) < (t(E) + 1 )/t.
Then the function E h-» t(E) on Cl is internal. Moreover, if £ is a -finite element of u", then p(£) = 0, from which it follows that r(E) = 0. Therefore there exists an internal function / which is defined on U and which satisfies:
For each E in S', f(E) is a *-finite subset of E and ||/(E)|| = r(E).
It will be shown that the set F defined by F=Ui/(E)|£ efl*| satisfies the condition p = pF. Since the elements of U are pairwise disjoint, the elements of !/(£)| E £ U \ have the same property, and therefore, \\F\\= Z r(E).
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Moreover, since the function p is -finitely additive,
The added condition on P-is only slightly more restrictive than necessary. For any bounded, p-integrable function /, // dp = f f dp. Therefore, by Lemma If co is an infinite member of *N, then *A^C *An, so \\*AWC\ E\\/\\E\\ < 8.
This shows that for every such co,
||M" OE||/||F|| = . 0.
Since / is nonnegative, the sequence of integrals f f dp is increasing. By the monotone convergence theorem, the supremum of this sequence is f f dp. If f fdp = // dp for some n £ N, then p(A ) = 0 and hence !|E-*AJ/||E||=11. This family of internal sets has cardinality card (N x I), which is less than k.
Moreover, the family has the finite intersection property. It is well known, and easy to prove using the decomposition theorem for finitely generated abelian groups, that every abelian group satisfies F ¡Miner's condition. 
